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BLACKSTAFF 
STUDIOS

GRAND OPERA HOUSE FREE

EVENT

HOW TO 
FIND US

BBC Make it Digital 
Science Shorts
To support this event we have 

commissioned a series of short films about 

science, technology and computer code. Why 

are there so many Northern Irish accents? 

Can code make Belfast's roads safer? Could 

Northern Ireland survive a pandemic? 

Find out the answers to these and more in our 

bite sized, shareable videos at 

BBC.CO.UK/DIGITALNI

Tweet us using the hashtag        

Thursday 26th February 

Friday 27th February      

Saturday 28th February

10am - 7pm

10am - 9pm

10am - 7pm

Follow us on Twitter @BBCNIreland

MAKEITDIGITAL

No ticket is necessary but entry will be on a first come first served basis. Places on some activities are limited. Filming, 

photography & audio recording may be carried out at this event. Attendance implies your agreement to be filmed, 

photographed or recorded; attendance implies your consent that the BBC may use the footage, photographs or audio 

collected as it sees fit across all media. If you would like to discuss this please contact a member of BBC staff. 

Children under 16 must be accompanied by a responsible adult at all times. Event stewards will be on hand to guide you. 

Please ask a member of staff if you need help. Public toilet facilities will be available in the building.

To book workshop places, take 

the Make It Digital quiz 

and much more, visit 

BBC.CO.UK/DIGITALNI

event programme



These activities are open to everyone and will be running continuously 

throughout the day.  No need to book, just turn up and have fun!

WEATHER PRESENTING RUN BY THE BBC

Step in front of a TV camera, try presenting and discover the technology behind the forecast.

ADD TO OUR DIGITAL STORY   WITH EMMA MCILVEEN

Learn how to design and animate your own 2D character and add it to our digitally inspired story.

THE LONGEST DRIVE  WITH QUB MOVEMENT INNOVATION LAB

Unleash your inner Rory McIlroy on this cutting edge golf swing simulator. Discover the science 

behind your swing and see who comes out on top with the Longest Distance Drive.

3D MOTION SENSORS  WITH QUB MOVEMENT INNOVATION LAB

Fancy trying digital charades? Get kitted out with 3D motion sensors, step behind the curtain and see 

your digital self. Will the audience be able guess what you are up to? Forget the piano, drums and 

guitar, all you need is your body! Compose music by just moving your body.

GUESS WHO? FORENSICS  WITH THE PSNI

Can you help the Police catch criminals? Get to grips with ‘EvoFit’ that creates a likeness of a face 

from memory.  Can you identify some well-known faces from mocked up EvoFits?

DIGITAL DOODLES  WITH CODE CLUB

Ever wondered what your drawings would sound like? Using state of the art Arduino 

software, turn doodles into amazing soundscapes. The possibilities are endless!

INVENTED BY PRIMARY SCHOOLS  
WITH CODE CLUB

Thought primary school was all sand pits and finger painting…right? Wrong! Discover the amazing 

technology being created by the next generation of coders.

MADE IN NORTHERN IRELAND 
WITH NORTHERN IRELAND SCIENCE PARK

You’ve heard of the tractor, the defibrillator and the Titanic, but what about 3D skeletons, 

environmentally responsive bicycle lights and the future of percussion instruments? Meet the people 

who are busy creating really cool stuff right here, right now in Northern Ireland.

ULSTER RUGBY GOES DIGITAL
So, you’ve used GPS to find a restaurant, locate a stolen phone or navigate on holiday, but did you 

know it helps Ulster Rugby get out of a ruck? Who runs fastest, dishes out the toughest tackles and is 

fitter than everyone else? Find out with their GPS and match analysis technology.

DELVE INTO INTERACTIVE GAMING WITH MICROSOFT

Using your body as the controller, jump in front of the screen and into a world of interactive games 

created purely from computer code

SATURDAY ONLY

BE AN ASTRONOMER FOR THE NIGHT 

WITH THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Join BBC Stargazing LIVE’s Mark Thompson and a team of astronomers for an evening exploring the 

night sky with the remote PIRATE telescope in Majorca.  Get to grips with this cutting edge 

technology and even control the telescope yourself.

BBC BLUE ROOM
Get hands-on with the latest consumer technology with the BBC’s media technology team. Look into 

the future, immerse yourself in a virtual world and defeat zombies with binaural sound!

SAVE THE UNIVERSE WITH DR WHO & SHERLOCK 
RUN BY THE BBC

Help the Doctor in a quest that spans the galaxy. Find the Orb of Fates before the Sontarans, Cyber-

men and Daleks in this thrilling adventure. Train your brain with Sherlock and Watson. Using your 

powers of deduction help combat crime, deactivate a bomb and take on Mycroft. 

INTERACTIVE PING PONG  WITH ROBIN PRICE

Ping pong with a modern makeover - a futuristic version of the classic game with LED sensors 

and interactive sound.

THE CODE WALL   WITH ROBIN PRICE

Use your own body to reveal the mysterious language of code behind 

your favourite BBC websites.

BUILD A HOUSE IN OUR TV STUDIO  WITH FABLAB BELFAST

Designed online and made by state of the art CNC routers, this innovative creation gives a glimpse into 

the future of construction. As the jigsaw pieces slot together, find out more from the designers.

BE MAYOR FOR A MINUTE 
RUN BY THE BBC IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BELFAST CITY COUNCIL

Step into the Lord Mayor’s shoes and send a positive message to the citizens of Belfast. Use code to 

design your own webpage and display your message for all to see on the big screen at City Hall!

EXPERIENCE VIRTUAL WORLDS WITH OCULUS RIFT 
WITH THE IRISH ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION & SOUTH WEST COLLEGE

Travel space, ride a rollercoaster and transport yourself to New York City with the 

state of the art Virtual Reality headset.

FRIDAY ONLY 6.30pm – 9pm

THURSDAY ONLY 10am – 7pm



ROBOTICS 
WITH SENTINUS

Discover the world of robotics and space exploration. 

Programme your vehicle to carry out tasks and compete with friends. 

Write your own programme, download to your vehicle and you’re off!

Space is limited due to popular demand. Places will be allocated on a first come, first 
served basis. You can book in advance by emailing us at learningni@bbc.co.uk or 
registering with a member of  staff upon arrival.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

TIME: 10.30am, 1pm, 4.30pm

DURATION: 2 HRS

MY SCIENCE SHORTS  

IN ASSOCIATION WITH CULTURETECH

Supported by a series of short films, these workshops will challenge you to engage with coding. Use 

science to understand the world and be inspired to invent the future with technology.

   

NEELB STEM MODULE

3D PRINTING

Climb aboard the Stem mobile laboratory and discover 3D printing and scanning. Become a designer 

and use the latest software to print a key ring.

CNC ROUTING

Get hands on with design and harness the power of the CNC Routers, computer controlled cutting 

machines, to craft a wooden sculpture.

DIGITAL MASTERCLASS 
YOUNG ENTERPRISE NI

Are you the next Sir Alan Sugar or Bill Gates? Come up with an idea for a brand new app, fine tune your 

business plan and finalise your marketing strategy. Then pitch back to the group! Who’ll come out on top?

MEBOT

Ever wanted to turn your friend into a robot? Make them kick a ball, take a selfie or anything else 

you can think of, all using code! Exchange your set of instructions between friends or classmates.

YOU.0

Use historic technological, cultural and 

biological changes to help predict the future. With our video shorts for inspiration, try to predict 

the humans of the future: Long arms for taking selfies? An extra gaming-finger? Blink to take a 

photo? It’s up to you!

THURSDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 10.30am, 11.45am, 1pm, 2.15pm, 3.30pm

DURATION: 1 HR

INTRODUCING 
RASPBERRY PI 
WITH ANDREW MULHOLLAND

Introducing a computer the size of a credit card! There are so many things you can do with a 

Raspberry Pi. Create your very own mini light show, compose your own masterpiece or build your 

own Minecraft universe block by block! What will you do with yours?

WEATHER PRESENTING RUN BY THE BBC

Step in front of a TV camera, try presenting and discover the technology behind the forecast.

ADD TO OUR DIGITAL STORY   WITH EMMA MCILVEEN

Learn how to design and animate your own 2D character and add it to our digitally inspired story.

THE LONGEST DRIVE  WITH QUB MOVEMENT INNOVATION LAB

Unleash your inner Rory McIlroy on this cutting edge golf swing simulator. Discover the science 

behind your swing and see who comes out on top with the Longest Distance Drive.

3D MOTION SENSORS  WITH QUB MOVEMENT INNOVATION LAB

Fancy trying digital charades? Get kitted out with 3D motion sensors, step behind the curtain and see 

your digital self. Will the audience be able guess what you are up to? Forget the piano, drums and 

guitar, all you need is your body! Compose music by just moving your body.

GUESS WHO? FORENSICS  WITH THE PSNI

Can you help the Police catch criminals? Get to grips with ‘EvoFit’ that creates a likeness of a face 

from memory.  Can you identify some well-known faces from mocked up EvoFits?

DIGITAL DOODLES  WITH CODE CLUB

Ever wondered what your drawings would sound like? Using state of the art Arduino 

software, turn doodles into amazing soundscapes. The possibilities are endless!

INVENTED BY PRIMARY SCHOOLS  
WITH CODE CLUB

Thought primary school was all sand pits and finger painting…right? Wrong! Discover the amazing 

technology being created by the next generation of coders.

MADE IN NORTHERN IRELAND 
WITH NORTHERN IRELAND SCIENCE PARK

You’ve heard of the tractor, the defibrillator and the Titanic, but what about 3D skeletons, 

environmentally responsive bicycle lights and the future of percussion instruments? Meet the people 

who are busy creating really cool stuff right here, right now in Northern Ireland.

ULSTER RUGBY GOES DIGITAL
So, you’ve used GPS to find a restaurant, locate a stolen phone or navigate on holiday, but did you 

know it helps Ulster Rugby get out of a ruck? Who runs fastest, dishes out the toughest tackles and is 

fitter than everyone else? Find out with their GPS and match analysis technology.

DELVE INTO INTERACTIVE GAMING WITH MICROSOFT

Using your body as the controller, jump in front of the screen and into a world of interactive games 

created purely from computer code

PLUS ADDITIONAL 
WORKSHOP 7PM 

FRIDAY ONLY

CAPACITY 50

CAPACITY 30

CAPACITY 15

CAPACITY 15

CAPACITY 20

CAPACITY 20
THURSDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 9.30am, 1.30pm

DURATION: 2 – 3 HRS

THURSDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 9.30am, 11.30am, 1.30pm

DURATION: 30 MINS

THURSDAY, FRIDAY

TIME: 10.30am, 12.30pm, 2.30pm

DURATION: 30 MINS

THURSDAY ONLY

TIME: 10.30am, 1.30pm

DURATION: 2 – 3 HRS

FRIDAY ONLY

TIME: 10.30am, 1.30pm

DURATION: 1.5 HRS



NOTES   

NEELB STEM MODULE

3D PRINTING

Climb aboard the Stem mobile laboratory and discover 3D printing and scanning. Become a designer 

and use the latest software to print a key ring.

CNC ROUTING

Get hands on with design and harness the power of the CNC Routers, computer controlled cutting 

machines, to craft a wooden sculpture.

MEBOT

Ever wanted to turn your friend into a robot? Make them kick a ball, take a selfie or anything else 

you can think of, all using code! Exchange your set of instructions between friends or classmates.

YOU.0

Use historic technological, cultural and 

biological changes to help predict the future. With our video shorts for inspiration, try to predict 

the humans of the future: Long arms for taking selfies? An extra gaming-finger? Blink to take a 

photo? It’s up to you!

THE MAGIC OF OXYGEN  
WITH THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Have you ever wondered how to find a genie in a teapot or make toothpaste 

for an elephant? Discover the weird and wonderful properties of atoms and molecules, 

and one of the most important molecules, oxygen. Expect flashes and bangs as some explosive 

mixtures are conjured up. You’ll be entertained with a light-hearted look at scientists like Boyle, 

Newton and Priestley. Recreate experiments in unusual ways. 

TECHNOLOGY ROCKS    

WITH SCIENTIFIC SUE

Sue explores the surprising science behind her pink electric guitar. She ‘hijacks’ a laser pen to send 

sound across the room and controls a wall-climbing car with a tablet! Come on a journey looking at 

200 years of crazy demonstrations using electricity, magnetism and electromagnetism, which will 

ultimately bring some hard rock sounds to your ears.

Space is limited due to popular demand. If you are planning to bring a group along please 

let us know by emailing us at learningni@bbc.co.uk

THURSDAY, FRIDAY
TIME: 12 noon, 3pm, 4.30pm, 6pm

DURATION: 1 HR

SATURDAY
TIME: 12.30pm, 3.30pm, 5pm

DURATION: 1 HR

SATURDAY
TIME: 11am, 2pm

DURATION: 1 HR

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
TIME: 10.30am, 1.30pm

DURATION: 1 HR


